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Nihilism
Rancid
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#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
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#
From: SkunX42@aol.com
Date: Tue, 5 Dec 1995 19:30:41 -0500
Subject: Nihilism by Rancid

Song: Nihilism
Band: Rancid
Album: Let s Go
posted by: SkunX42@aol.com
=0D
this is a really rad punk song off Rancid s second album, and i thought i=
t
 would help some people out if i post this!
=0D
CHORDS
=0D

    G     C     D       G5    Cadd9        F      E
 =

|-----------------------3-------3------------------------|
|-----------------------3-------3------------------------|
|---------5-----7-------0-------0-----------------9------|
|---5-----5-----7-------0-------2---------3-------9------|
|---5-----3-----5-------2-------3---------3-------7------|
|---3-------------------3-----------------1--------------|
=0D

start with a bunch o  feedback and dead strings and stuff
=0D
Intro:
=0D
G   C  D  =

        hey!
=0D
Verse:
=0D

G5            Cadd9          G5            Cadd9
come into the union district drive down on sharmon palms
=0D
(same chords)



white ghettos paint a picture broken homes and broken bones
=0D
PreChorus:
=0D
F                               C
i was so full of scotch i could not stand up =

G                            C
i was hittin the shots and i moved to a cup
=0D
(same chords)
release me from moral assumption
total rejection total destruction
=0D
F          C        G   C
nihilistic feelings are moving
F             C         G                 C
if i try real hard i ll see right through them
=0D
CHORUS:
=0D
E       D
         nihilism!
=0D
repeat Verse
=0D
2nd Prechorus:
=0D
F                C
walkin a path of self destruction
G                   C
not affected by the repercussions
=0D
(same chords)
lady on the billboard offer me a drink
said not right now i need time to think
=0D
F       C         G     C  =

nihilistic feelins are movin
F               C           G         C
if you try real hard you ll see right through them
=0D
repeat CHORUS
=0D
solo(improvise, i don t know it yet)
=0D
Bridge:  F-F-F, C-C, G-G-G, C-C
=0D
(with above progression)
i was so full of scotch i could hardly stand up
i was hittin the shots and i moved to a cup
white ghettos paint a picture =



broken homes and broken bones
=0D
repeat Intro
=0D
and that s about it.  send all questions, comments, punk tabs, and\or
requests(i ll do my best!) to me at: SkunX42@aol.com
=0D
OI!
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